MIZRACHI MATTERS
SHABBAT TOLDOT
Friday, 20 November (4 Kislev)
This week’s newsletter is sponsored by Jeff & Gary Herz and families
in loving memory of their father, Tibor Herz  ע"הon his 7th Yartzeit

אברהם בן יצחק ואסתר ע"ה
Shabbat Candle
Lighting: 6:55-7:00pm
Friday
20 November
4 Kislev

Saturday
21 November
5 Kislev

Shabbat Candle
Lighting: 7:57pm

Sunday
22 November
6 Kislev

Monday
23 November
7 Kislev

Tuesday
24 November
8 Kislev

Wednesday
25 November
9 Kislev

Thursday
26 November
10 Kislev

Friday
27 November
11 Kislev

1. Beit Yehuda 2. Kehillat Ohr David 3. Beit Midrash (Beit Haroeh Shabbat Morning) 4 . Bnei Akiva 5 . Elsternwick 6 . Midrashah 7 . Goldberger Hall

Dawn
Tallit & Tefillin
Sunrise
Sh'ma ()גר״א
Earliest Mincha
Plag HaMincha

4:45am
4:57am
5:57am
9:31am
1:42pm

4:44am
4:56am
5:56am
9:31am
1:43pm

4:44am
4:55am
5:56am
9:30am
1:43pm

4:43am
4:55am
5:55am
9:30am
1:43pm

4:43am
4:54am
5:55am
9:30am
1:44pm

4:42am
4:53am
5:54am
9:30am
1:44pm

4:42am
4:53am
5:54am
9:30am
1:44pm

4:41am
4:52am
5:53am
9:30am
1:45pm

6:46pm

6:47pm

6:48pm

6:48pm

6:49pm

6:50pm

6:51pm

6:52pm

Sunset
Night/Shabbat Ends

8:15pm
9:01pm

8:16pm
9:02pm

8:17pm
9:03pm

8:19pm
9:05pm

8:20pm
9:06pm

8:21pm
9:07pm

8:22pm
9:08pm

8:23pm
9:09pm

DAF YOMI

Eruvin 103
8:30am

Eruvin 104

Eruvin 105
8:45am

Pesachim 2
8:15am

Pesachim 3
8:15am

Pesachim 4
8:15am

Pesachim 5
8:15am

Pesachim 6
8:15am

()גר״א

Via Zoom

Rina Pushett
Emunah Shuir
Series
Speaker:
Beruria
Tenenbaum
6:00pm

SHIURIM
Via Zoom

MISHNAH
YOMIT

Keilim
25:4-5

Keilim
25:2-3

Kew Shiur
Rabbeinu
Lunch and Learn
Sefer Shmuel
Bachye
R’ Danny Mirvis
6:00pm
for women
1:00pm
“(Trying to) R’ Danny Mirvis Gemara B’Iyun
9:30am
Truly
Shiur
Understand
Tzurba
R’ Yehoshua
Rashi” shiur for Communal Shiur
Asulin
students &
R’ Yehoshua
7:30pm
young adults
Asulin
Student Shiur
R’ James
8:30pm
with R’
Kennard
Ladies Tanach Yehoshua Asulin
8:30pm
8:30pm (see flyer)
Shiur
Rav Kook's "The
Dr. Michal
Parsha
Generation"
Kaufman
HaShavua Shiur
Shiur with R’
9:00pm
with
Yehoshua Asulin
R’ Leor Broh
8:30pm
8:30pm

Keilim
25:6-7

Keilim
25:8-9

Keilim
26:3-4

Keilim
26:5-6

Stretching &
Strengthening
after Corona with
Gloria Blau –
9:30am (see flyer)

EVENTS

YAHRZEITS

Keilim
26:1-2

“Following in the Parsha Shiur
Footsteps of our R’ Danny Mirvis
Fathers”
8:00pm
11:00am
Parasha Shiur
Speaker: Rabbi
(Ivrit Kala)
Alex Tsykin
R’ Yehoshua
Gary’s Gemara
Asulin
Shiur
8:45pm
8:30pm
Yeshivah Style
Shiur with
R’ Yehoshua
Asulin
8:15pm

Farrel Savitz
(Father)
Ruth
Rosenblum
(Father)

Dean Ellinson
(Mother)

Jeff & Gary
Herz
(Father)
Mary Feldman
(Father)

David Cook
(Mother)
Mary Winter
(Father)

Mizrachi Matters can now be found on the Mizrachi website at http://mizrachi.com.au/mizrachi-matters/
or on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/MizrachiMelb

Keilim
26:7-8

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov to:
Shira & Shmuli Wenig
on the birth of their daughter, Hallel Miriam Bayla.
Mazal tov to her grandparents: Naomi & Geoff Bloch and Vivienne & Harry Wenig
Mazal tov to her great grandparents: Elaine Bloch Jaffe and Vera & Reuben Medding

Dana & Jonathan Rochwerger
on the birth of their son, Coby Leo
Mazal tov to his grandparents: Michele & Isaac Rochwerger
and Mandy & Neil Hymans
Mazal tov to his great grandparents: Adrienne & Max Walters and Bess Hymans

Den and Mark Montag
on the birth of their baby daughter.
Mazal tov to her grandparents: Pninah & Robert Lissauer and Doris & Abi Montag
Mazal Tov to her great grandparent: Raie Levy

BAR & BAT MITZVAH ANNIVERSARIES:
Tommy Junger, Jeremy Pyke, Jeremy Herz, Joel Chester, Gilad Cohen

HAPPY BIRTHDAY:
Saturday: Shmuli Wenig (HBD), Shoshi Gelber
Sunday: Bradley Tempelhof, Sara Jotkowitz
Monday: Tommy Junger, Elliot Blau
Tuesday: Belinda Fisher
Wednesday: Benjamin Lazar, Shira Wenig
Thursday: Melinda Lipshutz
Friday: Daniel Saddik, Jarrad Pyke

WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES:
Friday: Aviva & Henry Debinski

Child Safety at Mizrachi
Mizrachi takes the safety and wellbeing of all its members with the greatest of importance. Included in this are our
efforts to ensure that we create and maintain an environment in which we can rest assured that our children are safe
and looked after and one in which the children themselves know this to be the case.
To ensure these goals are met Mizrachi has developed, and continuously works to implement, a set of Child Protection
Policies designed and tailored to the specific nature of our community and its activities. For full details please CLICK
HERE. Please note that these documents are “live” and subject to regular review and updating.
If you have any concerns about issues related to the safety and wellbeing of children in and around our community or
have any questions about these policies, please contact the Child Safety Officer on 8317 2520.
If you have an occasion or milestone event that you would like to be mentioned in Mizrachi Matters,
please email it to office@mizrachi.com.au by 12:00pm on Thursdays

בס"ד

USER-FRIENDLY
SHIUR GUIDE
SIMPLY CLICK ON THE SHIUR AND BE TAKEN STRAIGHT THERE

DAILY PROGRAMS
Daf Yomi | 9.00am (SUN) /
8.30am (Mon - FRI) /

Mishna Yomit

R' Doodie Bankier

R' Yirmi Goldschmiedt

SUNDAY

Kew shiur - SEFER
SHmuel | 6.00Pm

(Trying to) Truly
Understand Rashi | 8.30pm
R' James Kennard

MONDAY
Rabbeinu bachye
9.30am
R' Danny Mirvis

Tzurba Communal Shiur
8.30pm
R' Yehoshua Asulin

TUESDAY

Ladies Tanach
Shiur 9.00Pm

Dr. Michal Kaufman

Lunch and Learn | 1.00Pm

Gemara B'Iyun | 7.30pm

parsha shiur | 8.30pm

student shiur | 8.30pm

R' Yehoshua Asulin

R' Danny Mirvis
R' Leor Broh

R' Yehoshua Asulin

Password: 613

WEDNESDAY

Following in the Footsteps of
our Forefathers | 11.00Am

THURSDAY

Chaburah | 7.30Pm

Dr. Michal Kaufman

parsha shiur
8.00pm

R' Danny Mirvis

Gary's gemara Shiur
8.30pm

followed
by

Ivrit kala | 8.45pm
R' Yehoshua Asulin

For further information about any of these shiurim or assistance with Zoom
please contact the Mizrachi Office (8317 2504 / office@mizrachi.com)

Join the WhatsApp group where Motti and Yisca share
a Jewish/ Israeli song and some inspo each week!!
IJttps://cllat.wllatsapp.co111/Cn2S111y78fXsowCXgp2WVz

בס"ד

Mizrachi at the Movies
PRESENTS

"An American Pickle"
Date: Monday 14 December
Time: 4.00pm / 6.30pm / 9.00pm
Cost: $20 per person (incl. free popcorn)
To register please go to
https://forms.gle/pU1LuA8KU1hKBmN3A
Please contact R' Mark ( 0422 718 026 /
markcsteiner13@gmail.com) for further details

From the Gush
Rav Moshe Taragin
Parshat Toldot - I Will Choose Free Will
The world of religious ideas was steadily coalescing. Gradually, G-d introduced humanity
to fundamental principles of religion. The horrific flood demonstrated the rule of moral
"cause and effect": if humans descended into moral chaos the world would literally
collapse. Subsequently, the selection of Avraham confirmed that a mortal man could
actually represent G-d in this world and speak in His name, while receiving His prophetic
word. Avraham's migration to Israel highlighted that although G-d is omnipresent and
spans all reality, His presence is more intensely felt in the land of Israel. The akeidah
lessoned the world that we cannot always understand Divine purpose, but must forever
submit to G-d's higher wisdom. Furthermore, the akeidah underlined that G-d doesn’t
desire human sacrifice; Avraham was dragged to the brink of human bloodshed so that
the very notion that G-d desires human blood could be clearly and unmistakably
debunked. Step by step, humanity learned the lessons of monotheism- lessons which we
take for granted.
The birth of Ya'akov provides an additional lesson in this "course" about religion. Ya'akov's
birth is described in elaborate detail – more so than any other pregnancy in the entire
Torah. Interestingly, the pregnancy is depicted in very physiological terms. The pregnancy
is detailed in three consecutive verses, each of which refer to Rivka's stomach. We are all
familiar with the course of pregnancy and the section of the human body which carries
the fetus; why does the Torah continually underscore the female anatomy and its
role in Rivka's pregnancy?
The Torah's vivid anatomical description showcases a conspicuous detail of this particular
pregnancy- for the first time in the Torah's account, two identical twins share the same
womb. Highlighting the two embryos in Rivka's abdomen, emphasizes that both Ya'akov
and Esav shared the same genes and were born from the same woman. Despite their
identical origins, Ya'akov and his twin Esav each charted diametrically opposed pathsone choosing sedentary study in religious tents while the other choosing violence and a
world of aggression. The development of these twins- born alike but paving different
paths- illustrates that Man is forever free to mold his life and shape his trajectoryregardless of his origin. The "pregnancy narrative" showcases the unlimited power of
unrestrained free will.
The tale of free will doesn’t end with Ya'akov's choice of lifestyle. As the brother born last,
Ya'akov is ineligible to be the chosen one. Undeterred by his handicap, he preservers, and,
with his mother's assistance overtakes his brother and sets history right. The legacy of
representing G-d in this world should be endowed to a man whose lifestyle supports this
grand mission. How can a vicious hunter whose lives by the principle of survival of the
fittest, hope to model the religious principles, the nobility of the human condition and the
great gifts of intellect, emotion and spirit which G-d handed to Man. Ya'akov's early
development, as well as his subsequent personal ascent, each highlight the unlimited
power of human free will.
About a year ago I spoke with 22-year old Israeli students about how their bold future
decisions could impact our world. A boy politely interjected "Rebbe we don’t see the world
that way – it doesn’t feel that free and open to us". This was a sad epiphany to me- that

the younger generation saw our world as immovable and unchanging. Evidently, scientific
developments over the past two centuries have had their way and have eroded our belief
in human free will. Darwin proved that species evolved, transplanting genetic material in
an endless race for survival. It seemed as if our lives were shaped more deeply by random
genetic events than they were by human decisions. In the 20th century the mapping of the
human mind and the tracing of human behavior to electrical stimuli suggested that
human activity was compelled by neurons rather than human will. Modern Psychology
argued that we are driven by deeper and sometimes darker forces which we cannot control.
The legal system has exonerated criminal behavior instigated by uncontrollable
psychological forces. This displacement of free will has absolved us of personal guilt and
conscience: if we are driven to action by evolutionary forces or by powerful brain waves
can we bear responsibility for our actions? Are we all just faceless and spineless creatures
pin balling from decision to decision based on forces larger that our own small existence?
Two centuries of mapping the human heart and mapping the human psyche has
convinced us that we aren’t free. The saga of Ya'akov and his twin brother Esav- born in
the same chamber but occupying vastly different worlds- debunks this dangerous myth.
The principle of human free will has also been crushed by the outsized world we
inhabit. We live in a "Big" era – our institutions and personalities have swelled and seem
larger than life. Rapid technological revolution has created supersized corporations such
as Apple, Google, Facebook and Twitter which supersede the natural size of a "company"
and have the appearance of shaping our reality. As they control our information flow, these
mega-corporations appear to shape our minds and hearts. It is difficult to sense freedom
when your ideas flow through such large and controlling info-canals. Likewise, celebrities
have achieved godlike status making average people who don’t command the attention of
millions, feel small and insignificant. Free will is meant to swell human identity; we are
meant to feel empowered by the free will gifted by G-d. In the modern world we feel small
and we feel driven by inchoate forces beyond our control. It is crucial to magnify free will
and amplify human potential in a world which shrinks our stature and mutes our personal
voice.
Although Judaism asserts unlimited freedom of choice, we still believe in a
predetermined collective future. Western civilization views history as progressive,
human progress as evolutionary, and the future as unknown. Judaism acknowledges a
predetermined conclusion to history: the world will be redeemed and humanity will flock
to Yerushalayim and to G-d in a state of spiritual awakening. We know exactly how it ends
and where it ends; the only remaining question is how soon it will end and whose
shoulders will carry history toward its inevitable conclusion.
On a personal level each individual has the unlimited capacity to act freely and to
shape an otherwise undetermined future. On a grand scale the general future of
humanity is preset and unchangeable. How our freely determined decisions contribute to
a predetermined historical future is G-d's domain. He possesses sufficient algorithms to
amass all our personal decisions and calculate the predetermined future. On a personal
level it is crucial we act completely free undistracted by our confidence of how history will
inevitably conclude.

